
DISCOVERY

edited by

Frederick E. Maser

The Rev. Edwin Schell of Baltimore was the first to note that
the Extracts of his Journal which Francis Asbury published in 1792
and 1802 differed materially in places from both the 1821 edition of
the Journal and th'e definitive edition of 1958, edited by Elmer T.
Clark et. al. The editor or editors of the 1821 edition, it would seem,
pointedly omitted a number of entries in the Journal referring to
slavery, as well as other less significant portions of the text. Clark
and his associates in 1958 followed for the most part the 1821 edition,
admitting that they had ignored the extract of 1792 and had never
seen a copy of the extract of 1802.

In the October issue of Methodist History we presented in DIS..
COVERY a textual comparison of the 1792 extract with the edition
of 1821 and Clark's edition of 1958. In the current issue, with the
assistance of the Rev. Mr. Schell, we are presenting a textual
comparison of the 1802 extract with the 1821 edition and the defini
tive edition of 1958.

For those who wish to study the extracts at first hand, known
copies of the 1792 extract are located in the Library of Congress;
Lovely Lane Museum, 2200 St. Paul Street, Baltimore; Commission on
Archives and History, Lake Junaluska, North Carolina; The Upper
Room, Nashville, Tennessee; Garrett Theological Seminary, and
Emory University. Copies of the 1802 extract are located at Lovely
Lane; Old St. George's Church, 235 North 4th Street, Philadelphia;
Southern Methodist University; and Garrett Seminary.,

In speaking of the current comparison, Mr. Schell suggests that
it may have value "as a clue to the kind of observations abbreviated
or omitted from the 1821 edition by Messrs. Hollingsworth, et al.
Since Francis Hollingsworth pointedly disclaims having edited the por
tion of the Journal prior to 1780, or even of having seen it, it will be
difficult to demonstrate just who may have made the considerable
number of changes, assuming that Asbury's displeasure with the
rendering of his early Journal was not due to any additions made by
Cooper or some other editor. Since matters dealing with slavery seem
to have been largely expurgated between the 1802 edition and the
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1821 edition, and since the Methodist conscience on sIaveholding was
much more acute in the earlier year, it seems logical to accept the
longer text of 1802 as being nearer the original Journal entries. If so,
then what we are reproducing herewith may be almost verbatim the
text destroyed in the 1836 Publishing I-Iouse fire. Of equal importance
with omissions are the few emendations. Obviously Asbury or an
editor felt called upon in one or two places to make a defense and
has added words of clarification helpful to future readers. (See April
24-, 1780 etc.)"

(Editor's Note: In June 1815, Asbury records that he spent several
days at the home of Francis Hollingsworth U • • • looking over and
hearing read my transcribed journal: we have examined and approved
up to 1807." This would imply that he made himself responsible for
deletions and emendations to the text printed in 1802.)

Explanations

The title page of the 1802 extract reads as follows:

An Extract From the Journal of Francis Asbury, One of the Bishops of the
Methodist Episcopal Church: From January 1st, 1779, to September 3d., 1780.
Philadelphia: Printed for Ezekiel Cooper, No. 118 North Fourth Street, Ncar the
Methodist Church. 1802.

The dates of the daily entries which we have used follow the
dating of the definitive edition of 1958 which corrects Asbury's errors.
These corrections are not noted. At the end of each entry will be
founld three sets of numbers which refer to the pages where the
entry may be found, first in the 1802 extract, then in Volume One of
the 1821 edition, and thirdly in Volume One of the 1958 edition.

In the following comparison the italicized portions are from the
1802 extract which were omitted in 1821 and 1958. Often they occur
at the end of an entry. Where they occur within the body of an entry,
a phrase in normal type has been added from the entry to show where
they would fi t in to the tex t.

Where the 1821 and 1958 editions have added something not
found in the 1802 extract, the matter is enclosed in brackets.

Tuesday, February I, 1779: Heb. iii.2. has been changed in 1821 and
1958 to Heb. II. 2. pp. 15; 232; 295.

Tuesday, February 23, 1779: ... My soul was not tormented by satan)
as it has sometimes been) but was kept in sweet peace. I have lately
been impressed with a deep concern) for bringing about the fTee
dom of slaves in America) and feel resolved to do 1JJhat [ can to
promote it. If God in [-lis p1'"ovidence hath detained m,1(J in this
country) to be instrum,ental in so merciful and g1A eat an undertah
ing) I hope I-Ie will give m,e wisdom and courage sufficient) and
enable me to give I-I£m all the glory. I am strongly 1JeTsuaded that
if the Methodists will not yield on this point and emanci1Jale thei1A

slaves} God will depart from them. pp. 18; 234; 296.
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Saturday, March 27, 1779: ... I have just finished my feeble jJerform
ance against slavery; if our confe1~ence should come into the mea
sure., 1 trust it will be one of the means toward generally eXjJelling
the practice from our Society. How would my heart rejoice if m,y
detention in these jJarts., should afford me leisure in any measure
in so desireable a warh. pp. 21; 235; 298.

Wednesday, April 23, 1779: .. .011, Friday most of the preachers went
to their respective appointments and 1 was employed accordingly
the desire of the conference., in preparing a circular letter) to pro
mote the emancipation of slaves., and to be read in our Societies.
pp. 24; 238; 300.

Sunday, July 18, 1779: ... 1 thought it my duty to tell them') they
might take their choice: The Baptist brethren would preach in the
same places., they are in earnest., they will not say nay. pp. 32; 242;
305.

Monday, July 19, 1779: ... 1 expect this will get me an ill name)· but
I mind it not. 1 act from a sense of duty; the Lord knows I only
seek the interest of souls. TVe came to the seaside (mon. evening)
it has been made a blessing t.o me: lodged at Mr. E-n's. pp. 33; 243;
306.

Friday, July 30, 1779: "B. All---r's" of the 1802 extract and the 1821
edition becomes "Lewis Alfrey's" in the 1958 edition. pp. 36; 245;
308.

Tuesday, August 3, 1779: "l\1r. M. G." in the 1802 extract and the
1821 edition becomes "Mr.----" in the 1958 edition. pp. 37; 245; 308.

Friday, August 13, 1779: ... :spoke on 1 John 1:3 with enlargement.
pp. 39; 247; 310.

Tuesday, August 24, 1779: "Afterward I visited a melancholy, poor
soul, weak and infatuated under a depression of animal spirits."
Note: In the two later editions this sentence is changed to, "After..
ward I visited a distressed soul under deep depression." pp. 41;

248; 311.
Wednesday, August 25, 1779: I went to Richard Shaw's, found many

people) and preached from Luke xiii, 24-26 ... pp. 41; 248; 311.
Thursday, August 26, 1779: Rode to Well's, and spoke close, but ,vith

little liberty to about a 100 serious, but not very lively people, on
Matt. xi, 4-6; brothers [Joseph] Wyatt and [LeV\Tis] Alfrey both
spoke after me. 1 have received a second) and a third letter) from
that extraordinary genius Henry Casson) and have answered them;
but cannot tell) what will be the end of this long debate . .. pp. 41;
248; 311. The additions of the first names, Joseph and Levlis, are
found only in 1958. Also, in the two earlier editions the l1an1e
Alfrey is spelled Allfree.

Friday, August 27, 1779: "Close" is changed to "pointedly" in the nvo
later editions. pp. 4·2; 248; 311.

Sunday, August 29, 1779: Others present [1] spoke very plain, and
,brother Wrenn spoke better than I ever heard him before. I was
very severe; my town admirers) perhaps) will now be t.ired of 171C.

pp. 42; 249; 311. The word "plain" is changed to "plainly" in the
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1958 edi tion.
11onday, August 30, 1779: The word "decline" is changed to "not

ride" in the two later editions. pp. 42: 249; 311.
rruesday, September 2, 1779: I was closely taken up in writing; but

met the society; and was very plain with them .... pp. 43; 249;
312.

Friday, September 3, 1779: I went to Poplar Neck, and preached on
Isaiah lv, 6, 7; with great plainess; then rode that night twenty
miles to Dover, met our friends, and was comforted with them. pp.
43; 24-9; 312. The last expression is changed in the two later edi
tions to "and was comforted in society meeting."

Saturday, September 4, 1779: ... on the .last verses in Jude. pp. 43;
249; 312.

Monday, September 6, 1779: Note: In the closing phrase "preaching is
not half my work," the word "not" becomes "but" in the two
later editions. pp. 44; 250; 312.

Monday, September 13, 1779: .. .Satan tempts, but I find it best to be
always employed, and not to give the devil an hour, or a moment.
pp. 45; 250; 313.

Saturday, September 18, 1779: I returned to Choptank. Shall I fight
this twenty years, and give up at last. Shall I stand at the head of
s.o many people, and fall? No} In the strength of Jesus,,, no! I will
keep satan at the sword's point . ... pp. 45-46; 251; 313.

Sunday, September 19, 1779: ... OJ could I always be so. pp. 46; 251;
314.

Monday, September 20, 1779: ... Read fifty pag~s in Salmon's Gram
mar but prayed only once in the time ...pp. 46; 251; 314.

Tuesday, September 21, 1779: ... came hom,e and heard awful tidings.
Lord what will the end of these things be? pp. 46; 251; 314.

Wednesday, September 22, 1779: I am going up into Kent County,
and then to Lewes; have hard trials, inward and outward ... I
spent this day in riding, I spent the evening not as well as I could
wish, and I met brother Pedicord sick of a fever. pp. 46-47; 251;
314. Note: In the 1802 extract the town of Lewes is spelled Lewis
town, and in 1821 it is spelled Lewistown.

Saturday, September 25, 1779: Rode to Mr. Shankland's near Lewes,
found him a serious m'an, the son of a New-light; a little of that
good old stock was in him. pp. 47; 252; 314.

Tuesday, September 28, 1779: ... told them we could not be sent and
ordained of God-that we must be sent of the devil, and that he
thought we were the frogs that were to come out of the mouth of
the beast; and mocked us, till his people laughed. O! what enmity!
Is thilS the puritan Spirit? Is thz's liberty, and right of private judg
ment? A II this will hold for a time and we shall see who is right . ...
pp. 48; 252; 315.

Sunday, O'ctober 3, 1779: ... I had liberty; the Lord was with us of a
truth. pp. 49; 252; 315.

Tuesday, October 5, 1779: ... It came on 1~ain, and I lodged a night
there. pp. 49; 253; 315.
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'IVednesday, October 6, 1779: I rode to Thomas \t\Thite's and spent the
afternoon in reading Salmon's Grammar and part of the epistle to
the Ron2ans .... pp. 49; 253; 315. Note: In the extract of 1802 and
the 1821 edition, "Thomas White's" is "T. White's".

Sunday, October 10, 1779: ... I preached on I Pet. 1:8. The rneeting
was not lively . ... pp 50; 253; 316.

Wednesday, October 13, 1779: ... am resolved to spend an hour in
prayer before I leave the room each morning. The Presbyterians)
are a little contentious)· the Baptists aye violent ... pp. 51; 254;
316. The word "prayer" in the first line becomes "devotion" in the
two later editions. In the same entry, though it is not included here,
the name Turpins is spelled "Turpens" in the two earlier editions.

Friday, October 15, 1779: ... to about thirty people and had liberty
.... pp. 51; 254; 316.

Sunday, October 17, 1779: ... in the afternoon I preached at Joshua
Moore's, on Rom. vi, 20-23; with great plainess; .... pp. 52; 254;
317.

Tuesday, October 26, 1779: ... I am in health and peace of soul.
L.ord) make me always holy. pp. 54; 256; 318.

Thursday, November 4, 1779: ... This was by the devil) who acted
the angel of light. pp. 58; 258; 320.

V\!ednesday, November 10, 1779: ... Divine presence and prayed 6
times in the morning . .. pp. 59; 254; 321. Note: The italicized
portion is changed in the two later editions to "in '\\rrestling
prayer."

Saturday, November 13, 1779: I went to \t\Tell's and had about forty
lifeless people. ... Brother Garrettson preached at Shavv's at night.
He brought bad news fr.om Virginia; divisions increase . .. pp. 60;
259; 322. Note: The words "lifeless people" become Hhearers" in
the two later editions.

Sunday, November 14, 1779: ... surely there will be a ,\\rork here.
I am tired with our Virginia separation) and with myself) for want
of more religion . . . pp. 61; 260; 322.

Wednesday, November 17, 1779: ... I am troubled about our sep
arating brethren in Virginia; and more about some who will neither
be hot nor cold but preach with both . .. pp. 61; 260, 323.

Saturday, November 20, 1779: ... I an~ greatly sti1Ted up to look
to God. pp. 62; 260; 323.

Wednesday, November 24, 1779: ... when I stop} my ten2ptations
come on. pp. 63; 261; .324.

Friday, November 26, 1779: Preached at \t\Tilliam Laws's to about a
hundred whigs) tories) and a strange mixture of people; spoke on
Numbers x, 29.... this ev~ning I read in the Hebre1.v Bible ...
pp. 63; 261; 324.

Friday, December 3, 1779: Rode about seventeen nliles) very cold
and spoke to sixteen people fron?, 2 CDr. vii: 1. I lJrest thCl77 ta
holiness} with great affection; I had pU1~pased to fast that do')', and
every Friday) but the day being cold and hav- [sic] ((Being in the
form of Gad/) etc. it was an argulnentative Ser177.'a71.. There 70ere
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near 200 comm,unicants7 and most of them Methodists: I ,"eturned
to ViTdins) and preached on) UMary pondered all these things in
he1" heaTt." pp. 64-65; 262; 325. Note: It would seem as though
from [sic] on would apply to December 25. There are no entries
in the Journal between December 3 and December 26. Evidently
a section has been lost.

Friday, December 31, 1779: ...; but this is a token for the people)
not for the preachers. pp. 66; 263; 325.

Tuesday, January 4, 1780: Read and construed a chapter in the
Hebrew Bible. pp. 67; 263; 329.

Wednesday, January 19, 1780: ... met the society and expelled one
of our (once Pious) girls) for a breach of our rules; this caused
great grief in the family) and I thought we should be obliged to
take preaching away from the house; but all went off) and we
parted in peace. I hope this will be for good: I see it was a trick
of satan to hinder the work of God) but I hope he will be disap
pointed . .. pp. 69; 265; 331.

Wednesday, January 26, 1780: ... made some observations upon it
that ought to be striking to the people . .. I am much troubled
at times, and satan strove with mre this morning; it is for my
humiliation . .. pp. 71; 266; 332. Note: The words "to be striking
to the people" are changed to "to impress our minds", in the two
later editions.

Thursday, January 27, 1780: ... read my bible in course, through
Judges; construed Hebrew and Greek; read a part of Fothergill's
Journal; studied a little logic; ... pp. 71; 266; .332.

Friday, January 28, 1780: The words "I got a little to eat" in the last
sentence of the day's entry becomes "I took a little food" in the
two later editions. pp. 72; 266; 332.

Sunday, January 30, 1780: Note: The word "warmth" becomes "zeal"
in the two later editions. pp. 72; 267; 333.

Monday, January 31, 1780: The words "not much liberty" become
"not great liberty" in the two later editions. pp. 72; 267; 333.

Thursday, February 3, 1780: ... I felt no liberty in the house) al
though the people were very kind. pp. 74; 268; 334.

Sunday, February 6, 1780: ... Have been kept in peace. pp. 74; 268;
334-.

Thursday, February 10, 1780: I read a little in the morning and vis
ited the sick. Was blessed in talking with John White's family. I
received another wonderful letter from H----y C----n; no a,rguments
but threats and personal abuse and applauding himself: I answeTed
it on FTiday 11 th and it took me great pa11t of the day ... pp. 75;
269; 335.

Monday, February 14, 1780: Spent until noon copying my lette,~ to
Mr. Casson) which I hope will end the debate) for I am heartily
tired of it. The work of God revives, ... pp. 76; 269; 335.

Monday, February 21, 1780: "Mr. .1.----- M." becomes "Mr. ---" in
the two later editions. pp. 78; 271; 336.

Wednesday, March 1, 1780: RoOde twelve miles to the [Thomas]
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Chapel. ... pp. 81; 272; 338.
\IVednesday, March 8, 1780: ... and suffered great temptation) and

resolved to spend whole days and nights in prayer)' but is m,ore
easy to resolve than to do. pp. 82; 273; 339.

Monday, March 13, 1780; Received a letter from brother Gan~ettson:

his enemies are softened towards him. I am kept in jJeace) and am
delivered fran?, what I have been tried with some weeks past. ...
pp. 83; 274; 340.

Tuesday, March 21, 1780: ... I have sent my definitive letter to Mr.
Casson) as I hope not to be provoked to send anym01"e. I think
shortly to compose in manuscript) a short history of the introduc
tion) rise) and progress of Methodism in America) with our princi
ples) experience) and practice. Maybe it will be printed) to set
serious enquiring people right; but we can do nothing with those
who are stupidly drunk with preju,dice. pp. 86; 275; 341.

Wednesday, March 22, 1780: Mr. Magaw and we returned to the
baptising the children. pp. 86; 275; 341. Note: the "we" becomes
"myself" in the two later editions.

Saturday, March 25, 1780: given up to God. Read the Greek
and Latin Testament pp 87; 276; 342.

Wednesday, April 5, 1780: A snowy morning. I read the ,"emaznzng
of the Scotch Letters) relative to Queen Mary's death; it appears
she was a papist) and the cause of some disturbance to England)
and consented t.o Henry's murder) by living with Bothwell) and
preferring him'. It is possible) that had she been set at liberty) she
and her son together) m,ight have put Elizabeth out of possession of
the Crown of Enland. Mary had been kept a prisoner as l.ong as
she could with honour) and the Queen of England was afraid to re
lease her. The [sic] of death Mary Queen of Scots) appears judi
cial; but Elizabeth had nothing to Justify her conduct: She acted
from principles of self preservation. What troubles came upon Scot
land by their French Alliances! And they never could enjoy peace)
till closely united with England: Now they enjoy a series of un
interrupted peace. The rupture of the rebels came on by the
French alliance mixing the blood. This caused Charles I to make a
wrong choice) and gave a cast to all those troubles in England;
this corrupted James) Duke of York) and brought about the revolu
tion in favour of the Prince of Orange. I date all from the spleen
of the Scotch deserting their old friends and allies the English) in a
fit of frenzy . ... pp. 89-90; 278; 343.

Thursday, April 6, 1780: Rode to Mr. Freeny's: Here I ca1Tied 1ny
burden: I doubt if there were more than one that had even a de
sire for good . .. pp. 90; 278; 343.

Sunday, April 23, 1780: ... I have no freedom to preach here,,' ...
and. the same spirit, a reforming) independent ten11Jcr rules in r'ir
ginia) a1nong all people; no wonder our preachers should catch it.
I am kept in peace, through grace, and am casting my care upon
the Lord. If I cannot keep up old MethodislTI in any place, I can
in the peninsula: that must be my last retreat or else return froln
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whence I ca1ne. ... pp. 94-; 280; 346.
Monday, April 24-, 1780: [The act against non-jurors reduced me to

silence, because the oath of fidelity required by the act of the State
of Maryland, was preposterously rigid. I became a citizen of Dela
,,yare and was regularly returned. I was at this time under recom
mendation of the governor of Delaware as taxable.] pp. 95; 281;
346. Note: This explanation is not in the 1802 extract but in both
the 1821 and the 1958 editions.

Thursday, April 27, 1780: ... [At the recommendation of the confer
ence William Watt.ers too; these three volunteered, and were to be
my spokesmenJ .. pp. 96; 281; 347. Note: This does not appear In
the 1802 extract. It is a later addition.

Saturday, April 29, 1780: ... But a preacher ought to take great
care here, or he may eat.or drink too much. pp. 96; 281; 347.

Tuesday, May 2, 1780: Note: In this entry the name Christopher Scott
is changed to Charles Scott in the two later editions.

Sunday, May 7, 1780: We rode eighteen miles to Brown's tavern. I
preached on Isa. 1v, 6, 7 and 1.vas close and warm, but had an un
feeling people to speak to ... pp. 98; 282; 349.

Thursday, May 11,1780: I rode to Petersburg, [thirty-five miles,] ...
pp. 99; 283; 350.

Friday, May 12, 1780: I am a little better: rest this day. to write to
Mr. Wesley to whom I wrote on Wednesday last. ... pp. 100; 284;
350.

Wednesday, May 17, 1780: Note: The entry in the 1802 extract closes
with the words "and I hope are ashamed." T~ese are softened in
the two later editions to the words, "May we all be more prudent."
pp. 101; 285; 351.

Monday, May 22, 1780: I laboured with Brother Hill to free his ne
groes, who consented to do it at Christmas. ... pp. 103; 286; 352.
Note: The italicized portion was omitted from the later editions
and appears only in the 1802 extract. The deletion is particularly
unfortunate since the later editions make it appear that Asbury
labored with Hill only about "separation" from the Episcopal
Church.

Tuesday, May 23, 1780: . . . [what could I do better, when we had
not the ordinances among us?]; and have spoken to them about the
freedom of their slaves; they acknowledge the evil, but say they
would be taken up and sold. pp. 104; 287; 353. Note: The portion
in brackets, which closes the entry in the two later editions of the
Journal, seems to have been a substitution for the reference to
slavery which closes the 1802 extract which omits the reference to
the ordinances.

Wednesday, May 24, 1780: ...' 0'1 for faith to be saved from all sin.
Intend to write this day to Mr. Magaw, and perhaps some others
... my [easy] speaking pp. 105; 287; 353.

Tuesday, May 30, 1780: Afterward I rode to Boisseau's; SOUle
were gone home for fear of the horse-press: the next n'Lay be a man
press. Captain Boisseau is dead, and the work dies with hhn. ~ .
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the people were gTeatly alarmed; the devil had great jJower)' my
fa£th 1vas tried7' and hope it will be the brighter. ... back [to the
north] . . . pp. 106-107; 288; 354-. Note: The name Boisseau is
used in the 1958 edition. In the 1802 extract and the 1821 edition
the name used is Bushell.

Friday, June 2, 1780: ... at the [joy of] union. pp. 107; 288; 355.
Saturday, June 3, 1780: Note: The 1802 extract closes the entry for

the day with the words, "God will bless and keep him." The 1821
edition adds to this, "alive in the day of battle. 1810. Now Gen
eral Benson is living in Talbot, Maryland." The 1958 edition says
the same thing in this way, "alive in the day of battle. (1810. Now
General Benson is living in Talbot, Maryland) ." pp. 108; 289; 355.

Tuesday, June 6, 1780: but general redemption [and conditional
salvation] is the plan pp. 109; 289; 356.

Monday, June 19, 1780: Brother Dickens drew the subscription
for a Kingswood School in America; [this was what came out a
college in the subscription printed by Dr. Coke.] ... pp. 111-112;
291; 358.

Thursday, June 22, 1780: ... I heard of Mr. Hart from Charleston
[passing north,] ... pp. 113; 292; 359.

Wednesday, June 28, 1780: Rode to Todd's, six miles: am in peace;
but [I am] dejected to see so little religion. Construed a few chap
ters in the Greek Testament . ... pp. 115; 293; 362.

Thursday, June 29, 1780; Read several chapters in Isaiah and in the
Greek Testament . ... full [and final] salvation ... pp. 116; 294;
363.

Monday, July 3, 1780: Very rainy night, with thunder and lightning.
I am grieved to see slavery, and the manner of keeping these poor
people: Oppressors7 tTemble! pp. 117; 295; 363.

Wednesday, July 12, 1780: I am tried) but do not yield to an)'-
evil. pp. 120; 296; 366.

Friday, July 14, 1780: ... I was comforted with brother Pope, a
[lame,] wise, and pious man; ... pp. 120; 297; 366.

Monday, July 24, 1780: . . . had their guns (in meeting.] . . . pp.
124; 299; 369.

Thursday, July 27, 1780: ... read a few chapters in the G1'eek
Testament. ... pp. 125; 300; 369.

Sunday, August 13, 1780: Note: In the first sentence of the entry for
this day the words "round Log building" are found both in the
1802 extract and the 1821 edition. The expression in the 1958 edi
tion is "round, long building." pp. 130; 303; 373.

Sunday, August 20, 1780: Note: In the second sentence of the entry
for the day Asbury's hearers arc referred to in the 1802 extract as
"a gospel-hardened people". In the 1821 edition and the 1958
edition they are referred to as an "unawakened people." pp. 132;
304-; 374.

Tuesday, August 22, 1780: Note: In the body of this entry the 1802
extract reads, "some of the honest-hearted people broke out and an
old negro clapped her hands." In the two lalter editions the
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sentence reads, "some of the honest hearted people broke out into
a shout." pp. 133; 305; 375.

Saturday, August 26, 1790: Note: The 1802 extract closes this entry
with the words, "Oh! how good did that seem at Manns." The two
later editions close the entry with the words, "Oh! how good did
that feel."

Thursday, August 31, 1780: Rode to Tucker's, spoke on 1 Peter iv,
18, had great light, but I am kept in peace. ... pp. 135; 306; 376.

Saturday, September 2, 1780: Note: At the close of this entry, the
1821 and 1958 editions add the words "of mind" to the expression
"as it suits my cast." pp. 135; 307; 376.

• • • • II: .

Bishop Asbury prefixed a Preface to the 1802 Extract which is not
included here since it was reprinted both in the 1821 and the 1958
editions of Asbury's J.ournal.
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